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ABSTRACT
Phase unwrapping is an important step for the phase shifting profilometry. The dual-frequency phase unwrapping
method can unwrap the object with discontinues when the object is static by employing more fringe patterns. However,
errors will occur when moving object is reconstructed. In this paper, a new phase unwrapping method with
dual-frequency phase unwrapping method for the moving object measurement is proposed. The fringe pattern with low
fringe pattern and high frequency are projected onto the moving object surface. Then, the phase values are retrieved for
the two frequencies respectively. The relationship between the movement and phase value is analyzed and the phase
variations caused by the movement is compensated. At last, the phase value is unwrapped by the traditional
dual-frequency phase unwrapping method. The effectiveness of the proposed method is verified by simulations.
Keywords: Phase unwrapping, Phase measurement, Fringe analysis, Phase shift

1. Introduction
Phase shifting profilometry (PSP) is one of the most popular techniques for 3D shape reconstruction [1-3]. It has the
advantages such as high accuracy, robust to the ambient light and reflectivity variation etc. The sinusoidal fringe
patterns are employed and the phase information is utilized to reconstruct the object. However, as an arctangent
function is used during the phase calculation, the phase value is wrapped into the range of −π to π , making the
ambiguity exists in the fringes. In order to clear the ambiguity, phase unwrapping is required to remove the
discontinuities and obtain a monotonous phase map. Among many phase unwrapping methods [4], dual-frequency
phase unwrapping method [5] is one of the most used methods and it has the ability to unwrap the phase with large
discontinuous or separations. During the unwrapping, the fringe patterns with high frequency and low frequency are
projected onto the object surface and the wrapped phase map is calculated. The high frequency fringe pattern is used to
reconstruct the object and the low frequency fringe pattern is used to unwrap the phase map of high frequency. Then,
based on the designed relationship between the two phase maps, the phase period index of the phase map on high
frequency is determined correctly.
However, the dual-frequency phase unwrapping method only can be used for static object measurement as more fringe
patterns are projected. Errors will be introduced when the moving object is reconstructed. When the object is stable,
the phase period index is obtained by the relationship between the phase map of low frequency and high frequency
retrieving from the captured fringe patterns. In the other hand, when the object is moved during the projection of the
fringe patterns, the two phase maps of the object will be mismatched and the designed relationship will be violated.
This paper proposes a new algorithm to unwrap the phase map by the dual-frequency phase unwrapping method for the
moving object reconstruction. The movement of the object is tracked firstly and the wrapped phase maps of low
frequency and high frequency are retrieved respectively; then, the relationship among the movement, the phase maps of
low frequency and high frequency is analyzed and the phase variation caused by the movement is obtained; at last, the
unwrapped phase map of high frequency is obtained by the traditional dual-frequency phase unwrapping algorithm and
the phase variation values.
This paper is organized as follows. Section 2 describes the principle of the dual-frequency phase unwrapping method.
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In Section 3, the influence caused by the movement on the phase map is analyzed and the steps of the proposed method
are given. Section 4 shows the simulation results to verify the effectiveness of the proposed algorithm. Section 5
concludes this paper.

2. Principle of the dual-frequency phase unwrapping method
The traditional dual-frequency phase unwrapping method described in [5] is employed in this paper.
frequency and high frequency fringe patterns are projected on the object surface and they can described as

⎧⎪dln ( x, y ) = a + b cos(φl ( x, y ) + 2π n / N )
⎨ n
⎪⎩d h ( x, y ) = a + b cos(φh (u , v) + 2π n / N )

The low

(1)

where N is the step number of PSP; dln ( x, y ) and d hn ( x, y ) are the fringe patterns of low frequency and high
frequency respectively; a is the background light, b is the reflective modulation; φl ( x, y ) and φh (u , v) are the
wrapped phase map of low frequency and high frequency fringe patterns.
Then, we have the following relationship,

Φ h ( x, y ) = φh ( x, y ) + 2π n( x, y )

⎡ k Φ ( x , y ) − φh ( x , y ) ⎤
n( x, y ) = INT ⎢ l
⎥
2π
⎣
⎦

(2)
(3)

Where Φ h ( x, y ) and Φ l ( x, y ) are the unwrapped phase of high frequency fringe and low frequency respectively;
n( x, y) is the fringe order of the high frequency fringe pattern; k is the ratio of high frequency to low frequency;
INT [⋅] denotes rounding to the nearest integer. When the shift of the low frequency fringe is less than half of the high
frequency fringe period and Φl ( x, y) is correct, the unwrapped phase of high frequency is obtained by Eq. (2) and Eq.
(3).
Eq. (3) utilizes the relationship between the phase maps of high frequency and low frequency and n( x, y ) can be
calculated correctly when the object is stable. When the object is moved between the high frequency and low
frequency, not only Φl ( x, y) and φh ( x, y ) is mismatched, the designed relationship is also violated, resulting errors in
the retrieved fringe order n( x, y ) .

3. The proposed method
In order to unwrap the phase value correctly, the influence on the phase value of the movement is analyzed firstly. The
measurement system of the PSP shown in Fig. 1 includes one projector, one camera and one reference plane. Assume
the projector emits one ray of the fringe pattern to the A on the object (point C on reference plane) and point A is
captured by the camera (point B on the reference plane). Therefore the phase value on point A equals the phase
value on point C , then we have
⎧Φ ( A) = Φ (C )
⎨
⎩Φ ( A) − Φ ( B ) = Φ (C ) − Φ ( B )

(4)

When the object is moved in two-dimensional and point A is moved to A′ . Similar relationship can be obtained as
⎧Φ ( A′) = Φ (C ′)
⎨
⎩Φ ( A′) − Φ ( B ′) = Φ(C ′) − Φ ( B ′)
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(5)

Only 2D movement is considered in this paper, the height of the object does not change, which means the phase
difference between the object and reference plane before movement and after movement is same,

Φ( A) − Φ( B) = Φ( A′) − Φ( B ′)

(6)

Φ( A) − Φ( A′) = Φ( B) − Φ( B′)

(7)

From Eq. (6), we can found the following,

From the view of camera, A and B have the same coordinate, A′ and B′ also have the same coordinate.
Therefore, Eq. (7) means that, when the object movement is tracked, the phase variation on the object caused by the
movement equals to the phase variation on the reference caused by the same movement.
bGOlecp

C9W6L9

A

A′

B
B′
C
C′
Fig. 1 The analyze of the influence caused by movement

Based on the phase variation obtained by Eq. (7), the phase map of high frequency before movement can be retrieved
with the phase value after movement and the phase variation. Then, the object can be unwrapped by the traditional
phase unwrapping method. The movement tracking method and the wrapped phase maps of low frequency and high
frequency can be obtained by the method described in the author’s recent publications [6, 7]. Figure 2 shows the steps
of the proposed method.
Project and capture the dualfrequency fringe patterns on
the moving object

Track the movement

Calculate phase variation
caused by the movement

Unwrap the phase map by
traditional dual-frequency
method and phase variation
Fig. 2 The steps of the proposed method
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4. Simulatio
ons

(a)

p
of the object.
o
Fig. 3 Thhe first fringe patterns

(b)

(a) the first object frin
nge pattern of loow frequency; ((b) the first objeect fringe
patterrn of high frequ
uency.

Simulations are
a finished too verify the effectiveness
e
o the proposeed method. In order to cllarify the advaantages of thee
of
dual-frequenccy phase unwrrapping methood, two objectts separating with
w each other shown in F
Fig.3 are emplloyed. 3-stepp
PSP is used and
a the object keeps movinng during the whole measu
urement (incluuding rotationn movement and
a translationn
movement). For the low frequency frinnge patterns, the object is moved
m
to the left for 10 pixxels between the
t first fringee
pattern and second fringe pattern; rotatee in the clockk wise directio
on for 1 degreee between thee second fring
ge pattern andd
p
For the high frequuency fringe patterns,
p
the object
o
is moveed to the righht for 10 pixells between thee
third fringe pattern.
first fringe paattern and second fringe paattern; rotationn in the clock wise directionn for 2 degreee between the second fringee
pattern and thhird fringe patttern. Betweeen the low frrequency and high frequenccy fringe patteerns, the objecct is moved inn
the upward direction
d
for 10 pixels. Figg.4 shows thee position diffe
ference betweeen the low freequency and high
h
frequencyy
after the 2D movement.
m

I

As the objectt has movemeent among the 3-step PSP,, the method described in Ref. [6] is ussed to retrievee the wrappedd
phase map foor the low freqquency fringe pattern
p
and hiigh frequency fringe patternn respectively.
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Fig. 4 The wrapped phase
p
maps. (a)
( the wrappedd phase map forr low frequencyy; (b) the wrappped phase map of
o high
frequency.

The object iss reconstructedd with the traaditional dual--frequency ph
hase unwrappiing method firrstly, the resu
ult is shown inn
Fig. 5(a) andd Fig. 5(b). It is apparennt that errors are introduceed in the resuult. Fig. 5(cc) and Fig. 5((d) shows thee
reconstructedd result with thhe proposed method.
m
Thee phase map is
i unwrapped correctly andd the object is reconstructedd
successfully.
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Fig. 5 Thhe reconstructedd result with thee traditional meethod and the prroposed methodd. (a) the recoonstructed resullt with the
traditionaal method; (b) thhe cross sectionn for the result in
i Fig. 5(a) wheen x=200; (c) thhe reconstructedd result with thee proposed
method; (dd) the cross sectiion for the resu
ult in Fig. 5(c) when
w
x=200.

5.. Conclusio
on
This paper prroposes a new
w approach to unwrap the phase
p
map wiith dual-frequency method for the movin
ng object.
The proposedd algorithm haas the ability to
t reconstructt the moving objects
o
with discontinues.
d
The object movement
m
is tracked firsstly; then, the influence cauused by the moovement on th
he phase mapss is analyzed aand the phasee variation
caused by thee movement is retrieved. At last, the phhase variation
n caused by thhe movement is compensated for the
phase maps after
a
movemeent and the trraditional duaal-frequency phase
p
unwrappping method is used to un
nwrap the
phase map coorrectly. Thee effectivenesss of the propoosed algorithm
m is verified byy the simulatioons.
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